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SUMMARY 

The Subcommittee on Heat-Resisting Materials of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics is sponsoring a cooperative investigation 
of the relationship between the static and dynamic properties of heat- 
resistant alloys at high temperatures. An auxiliary objective is to 
provide a better basis for evaluating the results from the various types 
of fatigue machines. 

While the investigation is still in progress the results obtained 
to date are of sufficient general interest so that this interim progress 
report has been issued. Data from static tensile and rupture tests, 
combined'dynemk and static stress tests, and completely reversed stress 
fatigue tests are reported for a typical heat-resistant alloy at room 
temperature, lOOOo, 1200°, 1350°, and 1500' F. The results sre summsrized 
as curves of alternating s.treas against mean stress for fracture in 50, 
150, and500 hours. Some creep data under ccmbined etress~conditions 
andasummsry of the fracture characteristics of the specimens in the 
various tests sre included. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report describes the results obtained to date from a cooperative 
investigation to establish the relationship between the static stress- 
rupture and dynamic fatigue -properties of heat-resistant alloys at high 
temperatures. The data reported cover combinations of steady tensile 
stress tith superimposed dynamic stress as well as completely reversed 
stress fatigue tests. Although the investigation is still in progress, 
a report is being issued at this t5me because the partial results are of 
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too great interest and value to warrant delay of: publication until all 
phases are complete. 

At ordinary temperatures the strength of metals under combined static 
and dynamic stresses is well-known.' However, information ie very 8c8rce 
for elevated temperatures where failure by creep as well as by fatigue 
can occur. Furthermore, there is considerable uncertainty regarding the 
interpretation of data from the various types of fatigue machines used .-- - 
for elevated temperature testing; _. - ..-- .._-_ --- - _ 

A Special Panel was appointed by the NACA Subcommittee on Heat- 
Resisting Materials to investigate the relationship between static and 
fatigue strengths of.heat-resistant alloys at-high temperatures. The 
Panel decided that the best procedure would be to organize a cooperative 
teeting program to obtain reasonably complete data from one representative 
heat-resistant alloy. The specific objective was to develop curves 
relating alternating stress to mean streas.for fracture in 50, 150, and 
500 hours at 1000°, 1200°, 1350°, and 1500° F. Arrangements were made 
to obtain data under various combinations of static and dynamic stress 
ranging from the static rupture test to the completely reversed stress 
fatigue test& Special effort was made to include representative types 
of fatigue testing machLnes. Particular csre was exercised to provide 
test specimens from uniform material and with uniform surface ffnish 
regardless of the shape of the test specimen. 

The cooperators in the program include: 

1. The Elliott CkparQ 
I 

2. General Motors Corporation, Research Division 

3. National Advisory Cqnmnittee for Aeronautice by contract with 
the Engineering Research Institute of the University of Michigan 

4. National Advisory Ccnmittee for Aer.onautics by contract 
with Battelle Memorial Institute 

5. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautica, Lewis Flight 
Propulsion Laboratory 

6. Office of Naval-Research, U. S. Navy, by contract with 
Battelle Memorial Institute 

7. Rolls Royce Company, England 

8. United Statee Naval Engineering Experiment Station L 
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9. Westinghouse Electrfc Corporation, Research Division 

10. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, U. S. Air Force, by 
contract. with the Institute of Industrial Research, Syracuse 
University 

PROCEDURE 

A Special Panel of the RACA Subcommittee on Heat-Resisting Materials 
arranged the cooperative program. An attempt was made to obtain data from 
representative types of-test machines and particularly to have data fram 
at least two types of testing machines in all cases. I 

A procedure was adopted to reduce variations from test material and 
surface finish to a minimum because the program was set up to obtain 
objective data on the relation between static and dynsmic properties at 
elevated temperatures. Low-carbon N-155 alloy bar stock solution-treated 
for'1 hour at 2200° F, water-quenched, and then aged for 16 hours at 
l&O0 F was selected because it met two requirements. One was that this 
material treated inthis manner had the most uniform properties at high 
temperatures of any representative "super-alloy" known to the. Panel. 
Secondly, it was metallurgically similar to several forged alloys of the 
type of.interest for application in the gas turbines of jet engines. An 
additional factor in the choice.was that there was more experimental 
metallurgical background available for this alloy than for aqy other 
choice. The RACA purchased 271 feet of l-inch-round bar stock for the 
test program. 

In order to insure uniformity of test specimens, the NACA sponsored 
the preparation of the specimens at the Engineering Resesrch Institute 
of the University of Michigan. A system of sampling was set up so that 
any lot of specimens sent to a cooperator was made from material repre- 
sentative of the complete length of the original ingot. This avoided 
misleading trends which might have occurred from segregation effects in 
specFmens taken from one hot-rolled length of bar stock. The bar stock 
was cut to the lengLhs.requir.ed for specimens and heat-treated. All 
specimens were prepared usFng elaborate procedures to keep the surface of 
the gage sections constant regardless of .shapz. 

Arrangements were made to have all fractured specimens examined. 
Westinghouse, Syracuse University, and the Lewis Laboratory of the NACA 
elected to examine the specimens which they tested. All others were 
returned to the University of Michigan for visual and metallographic 
examination under sponsorship of the RACA. 

Under sponsorship of the RACA, the University of Michigan served as 
secretary to the Panel to compile data and issue reports. 
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TESTMATERIAL 

Two hundred and seventy-one feet of l-inch round bar stock from one 
ingot of heat ~-1726 were supplied as twenty-six mill length bars in the 
as-rolled condition. 

The chemical analysis of heat a-1726 was as follows: 

Chemical commsition 

(Weight percent) 

C Mn Si Cr Ni Co MO W Cb N 

0.13 1.64 0.42 21.22 lg.00 lg.70 2.90 2.61 0.84 0.13 

0.14 1.43 0.35 20.80 18.80 lg.65 3.00 2.00 0.99 0.13: U.M. check 
on bar stock 

The manufacturing conditions were reported to be as described in 
tablz I. 

-. . 

Coupons about 1 inch long were cut from both ends and the center of 
each bar, heated at 2200° I? for l.hour, water-quenched, and then aged at 
1400° F for 16 hours. The BrineJl hardness wasthen determined on the 
surface of each coupon and at the center of the cro8s section. The 
hardness values shown in table II indicate good uniformity. Metallographic 
examination of specimens cut from the top, middle, and bottom bars of the 
ingot had similar structures after the heat treatment. 

TYPFS OFTESTINGMACEUNESAND COOPERATINGIABORATORIES 

1. The NACA sponsored standard short-time terisile and-rupture tests 
on 0.%5-inch-diameter sp&imen~ by the University of Michigan at room 
temperature, 1000°, 120b0, 1350°, and 1500° F. Time-elongation data 
were obtained from the rupture tests. 

2. Completely reversed bending fatigue tests were made at room 
temperature, lOCOo, 120C", 1350°, and 1500' F by the Research Laboratories 

. of the Westinghoufle Electric-Corporation. Round profile specimens 

. 

P 
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(fig. l(a)) were tested in the Westinghouse 72OO-cpm electronic fatigue 
machine. The specimen was vibrated electrically at resonance in one 
plane so that maximum stress occurred on the surface at two diametrically 
opposite points. 

3. Completely reversed bending fatigue tests were run at room 
temperature and 1350° F in Westinghouse electronic 72OO-cpm machines by 
the Lewis Laboratory of the NACA. Their tests differed in two respects 
from the tests run by Westinghouse. The NACA used the smaller specimen 
described in figure l(b), and they machined.the specimens which they 
tested from stock heat-treated by the University of Michigan. Hand 
polishing was used for a final finish of about the ssme surface roughness 
as that of the specimens prepared by the University of Michigan. 

4. Dynamic creep tests were run at 1350O and lmO F by the Institute 
of Industrial Research of Syracuse University under sponsorship of Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base, Air Materiel Command. Uniform gage length 
specimens (fig. l(c)) were-tested tith steady axial tension loads and no 
alternating stress and with steady axial tension loads with superimposed 
alternating axial loads at 3600 cpm so as to give ratios of alternating 
to mean stress .of 0, 0.25, and 0.67. The specimens were loaded by a 
constant-force spring mechanism in a machine designed by Syracuse 
University. Combinations of alternating and steady loads were used to 
give fracture times out to several thousand hours. Creep data were 
obtained from the tests. 

5. Axial tension-compression fatigue tests were run at 1350° and 
1500° F by the Institute of Industrial Reaesrch of Syracuse University 
under sponsorship of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Air Materiel 
Command. A profile specimen (fig. l(d)) was tested in the same machine 
described under item 3. Compression tests,were made having a ratio of 
alternating to mean stress of 2, as well as tests with completely 
reversed tension-compression (zero mean stress) loads. 

6. Axial tension-compression tests in the Krause fatigue machine at 
1x)00, 13500, and 1500° F were run by Battelle Memorial Institute under 
sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, U. S. Navy. Proffle 
specimens (fig. l(e)) were tested at varying mean stress with superimposed 
axial dynamic loads of +25,000, f15,0OU, a&-*7500 psi, the stresses in 
all tests staying in tension. A steady load was applied through a load 
maintainer and a constant-amplitude alternating load at 1500 cpm was 
applied by a crank mechanism. 

7. Axial tension-compression fatigue tests in compression in the 
Krause fatigue machine at 1350° F. were run by Battelle Memorial Institute 
under sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, U. S. Navy. Special 
adapters were developed to permit testing with completely reversed axial 
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tension-compression loads and with steady tension loads less than the 
alternating load-using the profile specimen shown by figure l(f). 

8. Axial tension=compressFon fatigue tests at loOO" and 1350° F in 
the Sonntag SF-4 machine were made by The Elliott-Company. Profile 
specimens (fig. l(g)) were tested at lOCOo F with various combinations 
of 3690-cpm alternating stre.ss and steady stress, but with the specimens 
always staying in-tension. The effect of superwosing alternating stress 
on the steady stress (28,000 psi) to cause rupture in 175 hours at 1350° F 
was determined. The Sonntag SF-4 machine applies constant-force loads 
through a spring mechanism. 

9. The Research Laboratories of theGeneral Motors Corporation 
conducted tests at 135OO F with combined rotating bending and steady 
axial tension loads. A uniform gage length specimen (fig. l(h)) was 
loaded in steady tension under the stress to cause rupture in 175 hours 
(28,000 psi) and then rotating bending stresses were applied at 10,800 cp 1 
by causing one end of the system to rotate in a circle. 

10. Rotating cantilever beam tests were made at 1350° F by the 
Engineering Experiment Station, U. S. Navy, in a machine of their design. 
Tapered gage length specimens (fig. l(i)) loaded at one end were rotated 
at 1700 cpm. 

11. In addition to the above tests the-following are in progress: 

(a) Axial tension-compression tests at room temperature and 
1000° F in the Syracuse University Machine 

(b) Additional Sonntag SF-4 tests at lOCOo F and 1200° F by The 
Elliott Company 

(c) Krause tests to complete the curves at 1200° and 1350° F in 
compression to completely reversed stress tests by Battelle Memorial 
Institute under sponsorship of the NACA 

(d) Rotating cantilever beam tests at'1350° and 1500' F by 
Syracuse University under sponsorship of Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Air Materiel Command 

(e) Rotating beam tests at 12OOo, 1350°, and 1500' F by the 
Rolls Royce Company of England -- 

.r . 
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SPECIMEN PREPARATION-- 

7 

All specimens were prepared by the Metal Processing Department of 
the University of Michigan under NACA sponsorship. Preliminary investi- 
gations of machining and finishing operations on the test material were 
made in order to arrive at a procedure which would as nearly as possible 
meet the requirements of constant surface roughness and constant surface 
cold-work for all types of specimens included in the program. These 
requirements were established because -these two vsriables were considered 
to be possible sources of variable fatigue test data. The objectives of 
the program required avoiding the possibility of surface finish effects 
influencing the results fram the various types of test. 

The surface roughness kas maintained at 2eto 4 microinches rms. 
This quality of surface finish was established to meet the most severe 
specification of the several cooperators. 

The amount of cold-work on the surface after finishing was not 
measured. Extreme precautions, however, were taken to reproduce the 
method of metal removal on all specimens in order to keep surface cold- 
work constant. This requirement imposed severe restrictions because the 
very close dimensional tolerances of the specimens had to be met with a 
fixed procedure for metal removal. The resultwas that the specimen 
preparation was very time consuming and expensive. Because emphasis was 
placed on reproducibility of surface finish on the various specimens and 
not on minimizing cold-work or surface roughness, the following details 
of machining and finishing operations should not be accepted as the 
most desirable for preparing fatigue specimens for testing at high 
temperatures. 

Machining Procedure 

All of the several types of test apecS_mens submitted to the University 
of Michigan for machining were processed by substantially traditional 
methods. All gage sections were turned on a lathe with the exception 
of the Battelle specimen for tests in compression. This ape&men was 
turned on a milling machine in a setup wherein the specimen was mounted 
between centers in the spindle and the cutting tool was mounted on a 
rotary table in turn mounted on the table of -the milling machfne; the 
rotary table was rotated manually through a worm gearset for the feeding 
motion. All turning tools were 18-4-l high-speed steel machine ground 
to the following shape: loo back rake angle, 15O aide rake angle, 
100 relief angle, and O.OlO-inch nose r&us. All cutting speeds were 
confined to the range 30 to &C fpj the depth of cut was selected in 
a descending sequence ranging from the maximum of 0.030 inch to a minimum 
of 0.005 inch, while the feed rate was held constant at 0.005 inch per 
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revolution in every case except-for manual feed where an attempt was made 
to keep the feed above a minimum of 0.005 inch per revolution. 

,. . 

The above conditions were set up in the belief that the amount of 
cold flow was directly proportional to the size of cut. Consequently,.‘... 

..- .- 

it was expected that the progressively decreasing series of depth of cut 
used consistently would establish a degree of control as well as lead to 
a minimum of cold flow. The unique characteristics of the specimen material 
make it unusually susceptible to burnishing and related effects resulting 
from dull cutting edges which behave even duller at light feed rates. 
This latter reason was the basis for establ%shing a minimum feed rate. 

Finishing Procedure 

The original finishing setup was on a Kent-Owens 2-20 milling 
machine. -The milling-machine setup was characterized by a continuous 
belt and was unique in that a system of counterbalances was used in an 
attempt to minimize and control the pressure between the cloth-backed 
abrasive and the specimen. However, irregularities developed and the 
mass of the counterbalance system made .it impossible to achieve control 
over the pressure between the abraeive and the specimen. 

.- 

r;- 
The Battelle specimens in figure l(d) were finished on the Kent- 

Owens setup using only cloth-backed abrasives as belts down through 
300 grit, wherein the final step involved the use of chrome-oxide 
polishing stick rubbed on thoroughly worn 500~grit belts. Irregularities 
of the belts and the light pressures used made it impossible to improve 
the accuracy of the machined specimens and it is probable in some cases 
that the runout and out-of-roundness increased as a consequence of the 
finishing process. 

The Westinghouse specimens were finished on a speci4 setup wherein 
strips of cloth-backed abrasive were fastened to the surface of an oecil- 
lating sector while the specimen was mounted between centers and rotated. 
By this time all atttipts to control finishing pressure by counterbalancing 
had been abandoned in-favor of .precision positioning of the specFmen8 
relative to the abrasive so that greater accuracy could be obtained. 
Pressure control was achieved somewhat arbitrarily by holding back on the 
rate of cutting so that the specimen did not heat. The finishing procedure 
used on the Westinghouse specimens is considered tobe the most satis- 
factory in terms OP the original objective although it was very slow and 
very expensive as a consequence of the relatively small amount of abrasive 
available during each setup. 

All subsequent specimens were finished by one-of two arrangements 
of a new set-up shown schematically in figure 2. The specimen is mounted 
between centers and rotated. A continuous belt is operated over a system 
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of driving and idler pulleys with the motion of the belt oriented longi- 
tudinally to the specimen. When the longitudinal section of the specimen 
is a radius, a pulley or wheel with a corresponding radius is mounted in 
place of the form block show-n in the sketch &though a form block can be 
used for these specimens. The pulley or wheel is substituted for the 
form block in this case so as to reduce the heat arising from.friction 
between the belt and the form block. Control of both pressure and size, 
to the extent that it is achieved, is obtained through screw adjustments 
of the position of the axis of the specimen relative to the form block 
or wheel. 

The procedure for finishing specimens involved the use of continuous 
abrasive belts used in sequence of decreasing grain size with the fol- 
lowing grain sizes: 60, 120, 240, 320, 4OC, and 500. This is followed 
by a final..step whereFn a standard tallow stfck such as is used for 
grease polishing was smeared on a well-worn 500-grit belt to inhibit 
further its cutting action. It is vitally important to use this belt at 
highly specific operating conditions. 

It is possible with such a combination to produce a highly burnished 
surface by exerting considerable pressure betueen the belt and the specimen 
to be finished. However, much less cold flow and an even smoother finish 
can be obtained by using a very light pressure between the belt and the 
specimen. So far as is known now this is a unique property of-the type 
of specimen material. 

It is significant that,'as mentioned earlier in this report, chrome 
oxide was first used for this final step although tallow is now being 
used. By experimentation it became apparent that there was little or 
no value in the chrome-oxide stick as an abrasive, but rather that the 
beneficial effects arose from the ability of the stearate base or bond 
to inhibit the abrasive and cutting action of the belt. It was this 
experience which led to the current practice of using tallow on a well- 
worn 5OC-grit belt for the final finishing step. 

The belts were made from commercial rolls of Behr-Manning cloth- 
backed abrasive. Appropriate lengths were cut on a bias and the belt 
was formed with a butt joint backed up with a manila paper of about 
0.006-inch thickness a&cemented with a commercial grinding disc cement 
(Gsrdner MO. 2 Disc Wheel cement). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The curves of alternating stress against mean stress for fracture 
in 50, 150, and 500 hours of figure 3 sunmar ize most of the results. The 
tests to determine the effect on fracture time of superimposing dynamic 
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loading on a steady stress of 28,000 psi are s .ghviz_ed.by-.figure 4. 
Table III is a tabulationof the tensile, rupture, and fatigue properties. 
The detailed test results are included as tables IV to XIII and figures 5 
to 13. 

. 

Additional points are being obtained for the curves. of figure 3 by 
the test6 still in progress. In particular the indicated approach of 
the curves for 1000° F to those for 12OOo F, suggesting the possibility 
of strengths at 1200° F equal to those at 1OOOo F for certain canibina- 
tions of static and dynamic stress, is being checked. The compression 
range is being filled in at ail temperatures. 

The increase in mean stress required for fracture in a given time 
period indicated by figure 3 for low values of superimposed alternating 
stress at the higher temperatures has been determined to be a true 
behavior of the test material and not a testing-technique effect. All 
of the completely reversed stress fatigue tests reached a fatigue limit 
at less than 50 hours except at 1500° F, so that the-stress for fracture 
in the three time periods was identical except at 1500° F. The curves 
indicate that a superimposed alternating stress was less effective in 
reducing load-carrying ability as the testing temperature increased. 

. 
The results of superimposed alternating stress on the fracture time 

at 1350° F under a steady stress of 28,000 psi (fig. 4) were normal except 
for the superimposed bending tests in the General Motors Research Labora- 
tory machine. However, since the points from the General Motors test 
which deviated from the curve did not show fracture at the point of 
calculated maximum bending stress, the results of these tests are con- 
sidered to be due to a testing-machine effect, and sre therefore not a 
true effect of bending stress. 

i 

The relationships between tensile properties and reversed-stress 
fatigue limits are shown by figure 14. The ratio of fatigue strength 
to tensile strength increased with testing temperature, ranging from 
0.46 to 0.65. This figure also shows that the maximum alternating stress . 
for failure by fatigue becomes successively higher than the static 
strength (rupture strengths) for the three time periods considered in the 
temperature range from l160° to 1275O F. 

The agreement in results from the various tests was surprisingly 
close. In all cases the deviation-between the various types of tests 
was less than could be accounted for by experimental error. The rotating 
cantilever beam fatigue limit at 1350° F indicated by-data from the 
U. S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station was less than for the reversed 
bending and completely reversed axial stress tests because they reported 
their S-N curve on the basis of the lower limit of the scatter of their 
data (fig. 11) rather than on the basis, of-the average curves reported 
for the other tests. The rotating cantilever beam data actually fall 
very close to the other test data. 
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The data show very little effect from speed of stress reversal 
probably because the slopes of the S-N curves are very small. This 
results in very little change in stress for fracture in the-three time 
periods considered for the various types of tests even though there may 
be large differences in the number of cycles of alternating stress between 
the various tests. Work is in progress to establish if the differences 
between Krause and Syracuse machine data can be accounted for on the basis 
of number of cycles involved. A larger effect may show up in the lower- 
temperature data being obtained. 

No effect from section size in the test specimens has been observed. 
The slight variation in rupture test results between Syracuse and Michigan 
tests has been checked for this effect. The cause was determined to be 
for other unknown reasons rather than for differences in specimen diameter 
or heat-treatment variation. The Westinghouse machine data from the Lewis 
Laboratory of the NACA checked very well with those from the Westinghouse 
Laboratory (fig. 6), even though there was a considerable difference in 
the size of the section tested. Therefore the heat treatment used is 
considered to have eliminated variations from bar to bar in the test 
material since the scatter in data for the individual tests appears to 
be no more than normal. 

As far as can be deduced-from the data, surface finish effects were 
constant. There is some question whether the elaborate precautions taken 
to insure uniform surface finish were necessary. Westinghouse ran tests 
with apectins prepared by ordinary shop practice with hand polishing and 
obtained good checks at 12CC" and 1500° F (fig. 6) with those carefully 
prepared. The Lewis Laboratory of NACA checked the Westinghouse data quite 
well (fig. 6) at room temperature and 1350° F with specFmens prepared in 
their own laboratory by techniques which differed widely from those used 
at Michigan. This indicates that the results of this investigation were 
not influenced by surface finish variations. It is not evidence, however, 
that surface finish variations cannot influence results of tests at high 
temperatures. It is known that there can be large effects from this 
source at low temperatures. The effect of surface finfsh variations at 
high temperatures has not yet been established. 

Creep data were obtained fram the Syracuse dynamic creep tests, the 
General Motors Research Laboratory combined stress tests, and the rupture 
tests. The results are included in figures 7, 12, 13, and 15. The 
relationships between dynamic stress and mean stress for various amounts 
of total deformation are similar to those.for fracture time. Dynamic 
stress does increase the secondary creep rate, as is shown by figure 15, 
but the effect on stress for a given creep rate is rather small. Syracuse 
University has determined that the main effect of superimposed alternating 
stress is on the amount of third-stage creep, suggesting that the creep- 
rate effects shown in figure 15 may be due to the stress differences rather 
than the presence of dynsmic stresses. 
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I Examination of Fractured Specimens . 
All of the specimens tested to date.hsve been examined both visually 

and microscopically. It appears that some minimumamount of alternating 
stress must be supermsed on a-steady stress for a fatigue nucleus to 
appear in the fracture. The cases where fatigue nuclei have been observed 
are indicated in figures 10, 16, and 7. The microstructures of the 
fractures were identical to those of static rupture tests unless a fatigue 
nucleus was present. - -. 

Fatigue nuclei always had straight transgranular fractures. Rupture 
and combined stress tests had mixed intergratiar and transgranular 
fractures wMch varied in detail with the testing temperature and time 
period for fracture.. The appesrance of intergranular cracks on the 
surface of completely reversed stress-test specimens was less extensive 
and the time period required for their appearance greatly increased as 
compared with those in static tests. No definite correlation between 
the presence of intergranular cracks and susceptibFlity to, or initiation 
of, fatigue failure has yet been observed. 

Typical microstructures for the original test material, for a fatigue 
nucleus, and for a comparable rupture test are shown in figures 18, 19, 
and 20. 

. 

_.- 
NACA Beadquarters 

Washington, D. C., October 20, 1950 

, 
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TABLE I - PROCESSING OF LOW-CARBON N-155 -l-INCH ROUND BAR STOCK 

[IReported by the Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporatioq 

An ingot was hammer cogged and then rolled to bar stock under the 
following conditions: 

1. Hammer cogged to a 13-inch square from a le-inch ingot 
Furnace temperature, 2210° to 2220' F 
Three heats - Starting temperature on die, 2050° to 2070° F 

Finish temperature on die, 1830° to 1870~ F 

2. Hammer cogged to a lot-inch square 
Furnace temperature, 22OOO to 222OO P 
Three heats - Stsrting temperature on die, 205C" to 2070° F 

Finish temperature on die, 1790° to 18OOo F 

3. Hammer cogged to a T-inch square 
Furnace temperature, 2200' to 2220' F 
Three heats - Starting temperature on die, 20500 to 2070° F 

Finish temperature on die, 1790° to l@O" F 
Billets ground to remove surface defects 

4. Hsmmer cogged to a b-inch square 
Furnace temperature, 21gO" to 221d" F 
Three heats - Starting temperature on die, 20&O" to 20&O F 

Finish temperature on die, 168C" to 188C" F 
Billets ground to remove surface defects 

5. Bammer cogged to a 2-inch square 
Furnace temperature, 2180° to 22lOo F 
Three heats - Stsrting temperature on die, 205G" to 2065~ F 

Finish temperature on diej 17300 to 1870~ F 
Billets ground to remove surface defects 

6. One-inch rounds were rolled from 2-inch-square billets in one heat. 
The 2-inch bars were heated in a furnace at 210C" to 2ll5O F; the 
temperature at the start of roll&g was 2050' to 2C60° F; and the 
finishing temperatures were from 18200 to 1840 F. The bars were 
numbered in order of their position in the ingot. 

7. Bars were assigned letters from A through Z; bar A represented the 
extreme bottom of ingot and bar Z the extreme top position. All 
billets were kept in number sequence throughout, all processing, 
so that ingot position of any bar could be determined by its letter. 

8. All bars were cooled on the bed and no anneal or stress relief was 
applied after rolling. v 

. 
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mm II - BRINEU HARDNESS RANGES L.. _. 
c Heat treatment: 2200° F for-1 hr, water-quenched, and 1.6 hr at 

l&O0 F; NACA data from University of Michigan3 

Brine11 hardness 
(2) 

(1) Surface Cross section Range 

JA 207-220 217-218 207-220 
JB 197-212 207-214 197-214 
JC 210-212 214-216 210-216 
#ID 207-2oB 210-214 207-213 
cm 204-216 212-217 204-217 
JF> 199-214 212-214 199-214 
JG 198-215 201-216 198-216 
JH 203-212 205-2l2 203-212 
Jr 192-215 201-213 192-215 
JJ 209-212 210-211 209-212 
J-K 203-208 205-213 203-213 
J-L 211-214 211-215 211-215 
JM 20$4 200 200-203 
J-N 213-214 205-214 
JO 206-208 212-214 206-214 
J-P 201-213 211-211 201-213 
JQ 201-215 213-216 201-216 
JR 2u.-215 212-216 211-216 
JS 206-211 2084x.2 206-212 
JT 205-211 206-210 205-211 
J-u 204-208 213-215 204-215 
Jv 

~00853 
2ll-212 205-212 

Jw 210-216 2o8-216 
Jx 203-211 210-214. 
J-Y 211-212 211-216 :",:s 
J-z 202-205 209-211 202-21.1 

Over-all range 192~220 200-218 192-220 

'Specimens taken from 26 bars marked A through Z. A represents 
bottom bar from ingot and Z, top bar from ingot; others lettered 
consecutively in between. 

2Hardness values were taken on samples cut from center and each 
end of every bar. 

-=qg7 

. 

I --- 

. 
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TABLE IV - TFXSILE lY3STDATA 

Epeed of teeting, 0.05 in./min; RACA data. from University of Michigan] 

-r 

J-Ml ROW 
Jr1 ROOD 

Jm loo0 

JKl moo 

JM4 1ooo 

JPl 1200 
JGl 1200 

JXl 1350 
JR1 1350 

JEX 1500 
ml 1500 

I I offdi yi~;ai;tI-.31gth8 
E lemile Proportional 

stren@h limit 
(Pd (Psi) 0.01 

percent 
6.02 0.10 

percent percent 
0.20 

percent 

119,100 41,000 46,000 
ll9,coo 40,coo 47,600 

91,250 26,750 

26,ooo 26,250 

31,750 

;zgl I 31,750 32,500 

;;%l?l I 25,750 26,000 29,500 29,500 

60,250 =,wJ 
60,125 23,Too 2% I 

45,600 20,000 26,250 
43,625 =,mo 26,800 

48,700 56,100 
50,500 58,Wo, 

32,500 34,800 
34,000 38,750 
33,800 37,000 

30r5CQ 34,250 
3wcQ 34,w 

29,750 34,7Y 
30,750 35,250 

28,Too 33,800 
28,500 33,200 

ZZJ2Z t 

36,500 
37,200 

35,800 
35,800 

r E 

i 

:longatior 
in 2 in. 

&scent) 

45.0 
42.5 

44.5 

EZ . 

35.0 
33.0 

2:: 

19.5 
25.5 

leauction 
or area 
percent) 

g :: 

4.3 
45.7 
47.1 

38.0 
34.5 

28.5 
28.5 

26.8 
27.1 
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TABLEV -RUFTUREDATA 

PCA data from University of Michigan] 

Test Stress Rupture tFme Elongation Reduction 
Specimen temp. 

Pm (psi) (&I 
in 2 in. of area 

_ (percent) (percent) 

JIlO 1000 85,000 36 24 28 
80,000 70 25 25 

JH9 75,000 128 17 17 
JplO 70,000 345 14 13 
JL9 63,000 790 12 13 

~8 1200 65,000 26 I2 14 
JB12 55,000 47 10 11 
JAl 5o,(xJo 10 11 

47,000 g 16 16 
J&1 43,000 1-95 15 8.5 
JM~ %@Jo 668 1.0 16 
JDl 38,ooO 1107 20 18 

JSl 1350 32,000 55 20 23 
JCl 29,000 ll2 37 40 

JB1 28,000 248 25 JJl 26,000 
J-T1 24,000 

362; 30 z; 
20 30 

JIl 22,000 1361 12 20 

J-U1 YmJ 20,000 51 34 
J-K1 18,cm 108 28 ;z 
JO1 16,000 25 
JHl 14,000 E53 26 ii 
JSlO 12,500 1361 13 20 

-Tp&7 
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TABLE VI - REVERSED REXDING FATIGUE DATA 

FROM WESTINGBCUSE -i%XLCPM hL4m 

@estingh&se data for 0 :550-in.&in. spdmeti~ 

Test 
temp. 
(9) 

Altern~~ting 
stress 
(PSI) 

Cycles to failure Time for fracture 
b) 

Room 2zE 0.195 x 106 

59;500 1.1 .37 

"12 

' 2.55 
57,000 1.1 2.55 
56,Om .69 1.6 
55,500 911 1645 
54,m *15Q 347 

1000 59,000 .19 .44 
51,ooo -85 1.97 

gzEl 
ha:500 

1.22 .90 2.08 2.82 
910 487 

1200 $E .55 . 

$Y$. , 200 2.35 .79 

::zI 

46;:: 

1200 b48j500 
b45,000 %6,500 

1.77 
Gmo5 

44::5 
1175 

1350 u,m 1.5 u,acm 1.75 34% . 
43,500 
41,500 E 10.17 
39,500 64 148 
39,500 a430 994 
39,000 ~15.8 268 
38,500 52 I20 

1500 35,000 -43 .99 
33,500 2.; 13.7 
31,500 . 11.3 
30,500 

zz . 
47.5 

28,000 29.6 
26,500 109 252 
25,500 190 uo 

1500 b30,5m 

b26,000 brl,OoQ 

7.2 16.7 
138 320 
33.45 

4x 8ccmtinLl&d. 
bSpecimens machined by ordinary ehop practice. 

4 

. .-- 
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TABLE VII - REVERSED BENDING FATIGUE DATA FROM 

WESTINGHOUSE 7200~CF'M MBCHIE3E 

pwls Laboratory, NACA, data. for 0.333-in. -dim. specimen4 
. 

Test vAlternatin& 
Specimen temp. stress Cycles to failure Time for fracture 

(OF) (psi) (W 

Specimens ground to shape and polished 

I Specimens turned to shape and polished 

Room 

1350 

. 

f65,ooo 0.389 x lo6 
*5&m 2.764 
f57,lCO 1.598 
255,700 ,1.64 
-+54,100 1.252 

a6,400 
t44,m 
f&,200 
*4%7m 

0173 
1.nr- 
4.363 

43.3 

0.90 
6.4 

;:; 
3.0 

.4 
4.1 

10.1 
100.2 

JYll 
JK14 
~~16 

JO10 
Jpl7 
~~16 
~~16 
JJ13 

1350 *49,7m 0.108 x lo6 0.25 
f45,OOO -95 2.2 
G-4,000 1.21 2.8 
*41,500 5.57 12.8 
*41,700 17.58 40.7 
a-o,603 22.12 51.2 
*39,7m 30.15 69.8 
+38,goo 24.62 57.0 
~38,100 a123.85 286.7 

L 
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TABLEvlII - DYNAMIC CREEP TESTDATAzFROMSYRACUSE UNItiRSITY 3600~CPMFATIGUEMACHINE 

C 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Baae data hctu Sy-racusge Universfty; apecimene . 

with a uniform 0.252-in.-diam. gage eection, l- in. long 
16 I 

Test Ratio of Stress Time for Elongation 
Specimen temp. alternating to Cycles 

(PSI) to failure fracture in 2 in. 
(+I mean strees (b) (percent) 

JJ-6 1350 0 40,ow f0 ------------ 4.0 18.4 
n-6 35,000 f 0 ------------ 22.8 31.4 
J-M-22 3O,ooO+0 ------------ 58.3 24.7 
JA-20 25,000 f 0 ------------ 208.8 28.5 
JC-5 22,000 f 0 ------------ 1114.7 17.9 

JN-~ 1350 .25 37,000 f 9,200 1.64 x 106 7.6 18.5 
JB-13 33,000 f 8,250 5.88 27.2 17.4 
JC-10 27,5W f 6,875 35.8 165.7 24.9 
JF-11 25,000 f 6,250 m 518.3 20.8 
JG-5 23,200 f 5,800 147.2 662.2 
J-v-13 19,ooo f 4,750 580 2683 2"5:2 

JK-5 1350 .67 29,000 f 19,332 2.44 11.3 12.6 
Jz-1g z'i-,OOCI f 18,m 4.97 23.0 8.7 
JO-4 26,000 * 17,332 u.96 60.0 14.5 
JM-20 25,000 *16,666 23.55 
JZ-20 24,ooO ~16,000 65.5 $2 ;:; 
n-4 22,800 *15,200 85.75 397.2 11.9 
JA-lg 21,600 *14,400 114.5 

'9"j" 
7.9 

m-13 18,000 fl2,om 540 a --em 

JB-5 1500 0 22,500 f0 ------------ a.7 36.4 
JO-6 2o~Ooc f 0 ------------ 24.9 34.4 
JA-16 19,000 fO ------------ 47.9 28.0 
m-8 17,m f 0 -----------e 67.2 25.2 
JR-10 15,000 f 0 ----------me b221.2 bl7.0 
JE-5 13,oCo.* 0 ----------- 398.5 11.7 
Jr-5 11,ocu f 0 ------------ Uo4.6 u.6 

Jw-4 1500 .25 24,000 f 6,000 1.728 8.0 28.1 
JM-21 22,000 l 5,5a0 3.22 14.9 30.0 
JL-5 19,200 f 4,800 la 83.4 19.9 
JE-12 16,800 f 4,2o~ 45.2 

b$Z':; 
a.3 

JT-5 15,200 f 3,800 
22 

9.6 
JF-5 14,ooo f 3,500 410.9 15.4 
JH-5 1o,oocl f 2,59u 602.5 27gl.o 1 Il.9 

Jv-13 1500 -67 22,200 *14,e& 2.36 10.9 19.9 
JG-I.2 21,000 f 14,000 4.26 c19.7 13.7 
JL-10 18,6w f12,400 7.84 36.3 21.8 
m-5 16,8o~ f u,200 x8.4 85.1 18.3 
~w-6 15,000 ~lO,COO 48.1 226.1 15.8 
JT-11 12,000 f 8,000 138.2 k?.Z' 10.2 
JS-5 8,000 f 5,333 878 . 5.88 

aController failed at 2126 hr. Estimated rupture time is 2500 hr. 
mreet diecontinued at indicated time because thermocolrple or other difficulties 

caused overheating or averloading. 
c200 F low for 2 hr at beginning of test. 2 T' 



‘ , 

Specimen 
Test 
temp. 
Pa 

Stress 
(Pd 

JR-14 1500 15,000 f 30,000 

m-9 14,000 f 28,000 

JS-13 13,000 * 26,000 

J-Y-10 12,000 f 24,000 

JJS-11 11,000 f 2!2,000 

n-9 9,000 f 18,000 

JS-14 1500 f 30,000 

~1-15 f 29,000 

a-9 f 27,000 

-c--w 1500 17,000 f 11,390 

aCcxnpletely reversed (zero mean) stress tests. 

Ratio of 
alternating to 
mean stress 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

am 

m 

m 

a67 

TMXE IX - TENSION-COMPRFdSION FATIGUE DATA FOR FROFIIX SPEXIMENS 

FROM SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 3600-CPM FATIGUE MCRINE 

Bright-Pattereon Air Force Base data from Syracuse Universita 

Cycles to fracture 

0.0864 x lo6 

3.18 

lo.96 

32.4 

74.3 

275 

1*7 

23 

230 

29.16 

Time for fracture 
04 -----I 0.4 

14.7 

50*7 

150 

343.7 

1273.0 

8.3 

106.1 

1048 .o 

135 
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TABIEX - IQWJSE AXIAL TENSION 1500~CI!M FA'rIGUE TESTS 

@ifice df Nav& Reedarch ,data fr&Battehe $ekdh. Instithe ' 

SPedmen 

JL7 
JD2 
JP!? 
JG7 
Jr-2 
Jr-7 

iti 
JJ2 

JC3 
JQ2 
JQ6 

JC7 
JG2 

m8 
J-m 
m. 
m8 

526 1 
n8 
JK2 

JO8 
JQU 

.JD= 
JC9 
Jv12 
JK12 

JM~ 
JS2 
JA12 
JK7 

Test 
temp. 
m 

1200 

1200 

1200 

1350 

1350 

1350 

1350 

1350 

1500 

EQQ 

Stress 
(Psi) 

40,000 * 25,000 
38,000 f 25,000 
35,000 * 25,000 
35,000 * 25,000 
32,500 f 25,000 
30,000 f 25,000 

55,000 f 15,000 
45,000 f 15,oou 
39,000 * 15,000 

50,000 * 7,500 
45,000 ) 7,500 
39,QOO * 7,500 

30,000 f 25,om 
28,000 f 25,000 
26,000 * 25,000 

32,500 * 15,=)Q 
27,500 * 15,000 
25,000 f 15,0m 
22,500 * 15,000 

32,500 * 7,500 
30,000 * 7,500 
25,OoQ f 7,506 

15,000 * 35,000 
10,000 f 35,om 

0 * 45,000 .005 l o55 
0 f 42,500 .022 .244 
0 * 41,000 .016 .18 
0 * 40,ooo 13.19 146.5 

20,ooo f 15,000 2.15 23.9 
17,500.* 15,000 11.9 128.7 
16,000 * 15,000 18172 208 
16,000 f 15,000 13.63 151.5 

2o,oq* 7,5m 4.0 44.4 
17,m * 7,500 11.8 131 
16,000 * 7,500 21.91 244 
14,500 * 7,500 39 .?a 442 

Cycle8 to failure 

1.32 x 106 14.7 
6.16 68.5 

Z-F; 
11:&l 

2; 
132' 

37.10 412 

-31 3.45 
2.63 29.2 

27.04 300.5 

4.18 46.4 
11.79 -' 131 
69.01 767 

:a8 
5.23 

4.2 

5;:: 

2.25 
5.10 

22.0 
55.0 

;2.6 
244 
611 

5.62 62.4 
9.04 100.3 

36.67 408 

17.94 1-97 
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TABLEXI - 'SONNTAG SF-4 3600-CPM TENSILLE FATIGUE DATA 

@iott Ceny data] 

23 

Test 'Steady Alternating 
$ectien temp. stress stress Cycles Lo failure Time for fracture 

(9) (psi) (psi> (b) * 

3x-5 1000 75,000 1.65 x 106 7.63 
Jv-11 
jr-12 Ezo" 

y+7; 
51.5 239 

JS-11 60:000 
+80 .421 1.95 
*19,910 17.16 79.5 

Jw-5 60,000 %6,500 53.7 249 
Jy-5 45,000 '~6,880 6.181 28.6 
JR-~ 45,000 %Lg,410 877.242 a357.O 

JE-I-I 1350 28,000 g&O i”i b) 
JG-ll 28,000 9 C (cl 

JI-ll 28,000 *9,@30 12.84 59.5 
JC -8 28,000 11.67 54 
m-8 28,000 25.75 119 
JD-ll 28,000 33.88' 157 
n-10 28,000 G-94 217 

aInterrupted at 77,l21,000 cycles to change bearings in machhe. 
bpailed during starting. 
%xctssive defamation during starting stopped test. 

. 



!l!!lBmxII- iXl?ESS-RUPTURE TESTS WITH Slli’EBIMposED ALTERNATItlG lENT.IIMG STRESS 

Besearch Laboratories Division, General Motor8 Corporation, machine and datd 

Teat Steady 10,800-cpn 
;pecimen tap. teneile strew bendIng stress Cycles Fracture time 

(OF) (psi) (psi) 
to failure (h) 

5x14 I 
Jwl2 I 

Jvl-7 I 13% 28,OCQ f19,2% 24.6 x lo6 
I 

a3a.o 

28,wO *12,800 35.3 

28,ooo *5,100 34 

28,000 y1,250 33 JOll I 

Jwl4 28,000 Kl 0 a,80 

Elongation 
(percent) 

6.78 

11.75 

13.05 

13.95 

4 15.37 

, a L 

.._ 

+atigue failure at paint of maxirmrm strees (3/8 In. above lower shoulder of specimen). 
bRupture failure at thermocouple etrap weld remote from pint of maxWum atrees (l-& in. 

from upper shoulder of epecimen). 
cRupture failure remote from point of maximum stress and th.ernocouple welds. 
%peclnten deformation reached limit of machine at I.80 br; creep data ldlcated failure 

before 200 hr. 
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!L!ABLE XIII - ROTATINGCMCULEVERFATIGUETESTDATA 

B. S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station-1700-cm machine and dab1 

Test Alternating 
Specimen temp. stress Cycles to failure Tfme for fracture 

c-1 (psi) 04 

JX12 1350 43,m 0.09 x 106 0.843 

JJ15 40,000 37.69 369 

Jyl3 38,m 7-79 76.3 

Jw.2 ' 37,ooo 5.22 51.1 

Jxl3 35,m 56.75 556.4 

L 
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(a) Westinghouse high-frequency fatigue specimen. One-half scale. 

* 
0.573 

3” rad . 

\ 
(b) NACA modified Westinghouse fatigue specimen. 

Figure l.- Fatigue specimens used by the cooperators in the investigation. 
(All dimensions in inches.) 

.003” 

. 
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r 1.29 

-r 

3 . 4y&E-~-45 9 r 1.29 

+I I I jf 0" I 

N' 1 

(c) Syracuse dynamic creep specimen. 

(d) Syracuse radius fatigue specimen. 

Figure l.- Continued. 
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(e ) Battelle axial fatigue specimen. 

- --...yK~/- .- --- 

(f) Battelle zero mean stress axial fatigue specimen.’ 

Figure l.- Continued. 
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, I 
I 

(g) Sombg SF-4 axial fatigue specimen used by Elliott. 

(h) General Motors combined stress fatigue specimen. One-half scale. 

Figure l.- Continued. 



Taper 
Taper 0.32” dia. per foot 

w NEES rotating cantilever fatigue specimen. 

Figure l.- Concluded. 

t . i I 
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Idler 

Idler 

I 
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Abrasive belt 

2 ia wide by 69 in. long 

Idler Driver, 

A 

% 
B 

Idler 

Idler 

I I torque to specimen - v 

Rgure 2.- Polisbhg machine. 



Figure 3.- R&tio&ip between alternating and mean stresses for fra&re in 50,150, and 200 hours at mom 
temperature, 1000°, lZOO”, 1350°, and 1500° F. 

I I l , 
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I I 
Steady stress, 28,000 psi 

I I 

100 0 200 
Rupture time, hr 

a Somtag SF-4 - 3600 cpm 
a Krause - 1500 cpm 

> 

Superimposed azial 

o Syracuse machine - 3600 cpm alternating stress test 

x General Motors combined stress machine - 
10,800 -cpm superimposed bending stress 

0 Indicates fatigue nucleus in fractured surface 
of specimen 

0 Rupture test 
1. Specimen failed away from point of calculated 

maximum stress 

Figure 4.- Influence of superimposed alternating stress on rupture time at 
1350° F under a steady stress of 28,000 psi. 



a 4 ti u i: 10 4 8 8 2 4 
100 loo0 

Rupture time, hr 

Figure ix- Curves Of Stress against time for rupture at 1000°, 1200°, J.350°, 
and 1500’ F (Uoiversiig of Michigan rupture test data). 
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I I I I I I 5 
106 

5 
107 

5 . 105 108 
Cyclea 

OAaX 0 Spealmens prepared ty spc.IaUy controlled machlidug pi%ctIcl 
Westlmhouw dsta for 0X05- at Unlwrel~ of MlChi~ . 

lmh-dbmeter specimens dl SpecImena pmw-ed by ordirmy machine ahop pmtice at 
utiwmlty Of fachkgm 

Data fmnlewla Laboratory, 
NACA, for 0.333~iwh- 
db.meter specimens 

specdmms mmnd to she&x ail polished by NACA 
Specimens turned to shape and pollstsd by NACA 

Figure 6.- Reversed tending S-N fatigue curves at room temperature, lCOOO, lZOOO, 1350°, and 1500° F from 
Westinghouse 7%JO-cpm machine. 



^----- 

Figure 7.- C-S of mean stress against time for rupture and time for total deformation of 0.5 8nd 
2.0 percent for rupture tests and Syracuse dprck creep tests. * 
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A - &no Of altam to mesll StmBb 

Cl- st¶uc: A-0 

(B- DyImmic: A - 0.3‘5 

@- nynamlc: A - 087 

(D -Dfnawic: A-8 

9 -Dymmtc~ynamlcr A-- 

Figure 8.- Curves of maximum stress agabst rupture Ume for indicated ratios of alternating to mean 
stress at 1XXlo 3 in the Syracuse axial fatigw machine. 

Y 
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Figur@ 9.- Comparative clwes of stress against rupture time at 1200°, 1350°, and 1500’ F for Krause 
axkl fatigue tests and for static rupture tests. 
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(Rupture testsJ o 1 10 

Ill i 0 i&iteb iatiglle hllded in I I 
fractured surface of I 

- 

Rupture time, hr 

Figure lO.- Efixt of superimpcsed alternating stress in the Sonntag SF-4 3800-cpm machine on time for 
rupture at loOO” F. 
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Figure ll.- Rotating cantilever beam S-N fatigue curve at 1350° F (U. S. Naval Ehgineering Experiment 
Station, 1700 -cpm machine), 
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I I 1 E 
1350,o I? 

'5obr soohf‘ 'Eohr 
lEiteo F 

6po hr' 
15ohr 150 hr 

ff O&percent creep - -x- 

$ 44r 

2.0-percent creep -4---L+--+ -a-- X---G g 
Rupture ..-. -x-rcrDc 4= 

+ + 
a 

Nob: a, X,Cr represent profile specimens. AJA other points 
represent uniform diameter gage length specimens. 

15pOO Xl ,000 25,000 3l,ooo 35poo 4-o ,000 
Mean stress, psi 

Figure 12.- Relationship t&ween alternating and mean stresses for 0.5 percent creep, 2 percent creep, and 
fracture in 60,150, and 500 hours at 13EO” and lHIO” F (Syracuse machine). G 



+,30,000 

225,000 

. ! 

nent 
ent 

Rupture 

Steady stiass, 28,ooO-psi - 
(10,800-cpm bending stress) 

Figure 13.- I&hence of alternating t~ndhg stress at 1350° F on time for 0.5-, l.O-, 1.5-, and Z-percent 
total deformation and rupture time under a steady stress of 28,000 psi. (General Motors machine.) 
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Temperature, OF 

A3 E 
Fatigue urnit (103 cyclesi 
.5 Tensile strength z .E 

.4 

Tensile strength 

Yield strength 
(0.2-perceqt offset) 

Fatlgw limit (lo8 cycles) 

Mgure 14.- Comparison of reversed bending fatigue limit values with static tensile and rupture strengths 
from room temperature, 1000°, 1200°, 1350°, and 13X0 F tests. wr 
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A = Ratio of altern&ng to mean stress 

0 Static: A-O 

a-- Dymrdc: A = 0.25 
,@------. Dynamic: A = 0.67 

0 U. of M. nqtllpB ted 

Syracu3e 
test5 

1 I 

I I 
I 

I .OO’ A. 
.Ul 

Figure EL- Minimum creep rates for rupture and dynamic creep tests at 1200°, 1350°, and 1600° F. 
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45 

30,000 

I-! 

0 Syracuse (30oocpm) 
x Battelle (Krause 1500 cpm) 

n Elliott (Somtag 3600 cpm) 

A Westinghouse (7200 cpm) - 

U NEES (1700 cpm) 

I 1 0 Fatigue nucleus 

/ 

Compression / Staying in tension 
< 

/ 
> 

/ 

0 
0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,ooo 

Mean stress, psi 

Figure IS.- Graphical representation relating appearance of fracture of low- 
carbon N-155 alloy bar stock with the type of loading at 1350° F. 
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40,000 

/ 0 Syracuse (3600 cpm) 

.x Battelle (Krause 1500 cpm) 

A Westinghouse (7200 cpm) 

A Westinghouse - Specimens 
machined using ordinary 
nl.a,kEw @*&ice 

0 Fatigue nucleus 

/ 
/ 

20,000~ .. .. 33,000 
Mean stress, psi 

. 
Figure 27. - Relationship .ktween stress conditions and appearance of fatigue 

nucleus in tests at 1500° F. 
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Figure 18.- Original microstructure of low -carbon N-165 alloy bar shock. 
Electro&thlly etched in 10 percent chromic acid. 
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Figwe lg.- Typical microstructure of a fatigue fracture at fatigue nucleus. 
(Fractured in 369 hr at 1350 0 F under an alternating stress of f40,OOO psi.) 
Electrolytically etched in 10 percent chromic acid. 
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51 
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Figure 20.- Typicalmicrostructure of a rupture fracture. (Fracturedin 
248 lx at1350° F under a stress of 28,000 psi.) 
in 10 percent chromic acid. 

Electrolybicallyetched 

NACA-Lawiey - S-7-51 - 460 
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